Zeusler, F. A. (Frederick A.)

F. A. Zeusler Photograph and Film Collection, ca. 1897-1950s

PCA 412

13 Boxes
35 Glass Lantern slides
216 Glass slides
231 Slides
462 Negatives; 7 nitrate negatives
21 - 16mm films; 3 – 32mm films; 35mm motion picture film cuts
2 b&w photo albums
Approximately 1325 b&w photographs from album
127 Loose b&w photographs
1 Magazine article; 1 calendar; 1 booklet
6 matted photos


ACCESS: The photos may be viewed. However, the images may not be photocopied.

COPYRIGHT: Request for permission to publish or reproduce material from the collection should be discussed with the Librarian.

PROCESSING: A folder level inventory is available. Many of the images do not have any notes regarding the subject matter. No order was imposed other than large groupings by format, or, where existent, F. A. Zeusler’s personal numbering (slides, in particular). Papers form a separate collection, MS 163.
**BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE**

Frederick A. Zeusler was born in Baltimore in 1890. He joined the Coast Guard as a cadet in 1908 and graduated in 1911, from what would later become known as the U. S. Coast Guard Academy. His was the first class to graduate from its New London, Connecticut home. He served on the vessels Onondoga, Unalga, Snohomish, Bear, McCulloch, Modoc, Tampa, Seneca, Monahan, Cassin, Chelan, Northland, and Spencer, and others, from 1911 until he retired finally from the Coast Guard, as an admiral, in 1947.

He spent his first two years on the East Coast, then moved to Bering Sea patrol on the Unalga in 1913. In 1914 he met Clarice in Port Angeles, where he was based on the Snohomish and she was a teacher. After explaining to her what kind of life she could expect married to a Coast Guard officer who spent significant time at sea, they became engaged. They married in April 1916.

In the meantime Zeusler had been assigned to the Bear on Bering Sea Patrol and Arctic Patrol. Then before World War I he was assigned to the McCulloch on Bering Sea Patrol, based in Sausalito. Zeusler’s first daughter was born in Sausalito in 1917. After the war he returned to duty on the Snohomish and again was based in Port Angeles. His second daughter, Jean, was born there.

In 1923 Zeusler was sent to Washington, D.C. as communications and ordinance officer. His family enjoyed living there, but he was anxious to get back to the sea. After receiving training for three months at Harvard in oceanography, Zeusler served as an oceanographer on ice patrol for several seasons, May to September, in the North Atlantic.

From 1926 Zeusler was sent on rum patrol in the Atlantic out of New York. As a result of volunteering as commanding officer of the second division of rum patrol, he served from June 1931 to January 1933 as commanding officer of the Coast Guard destroyer Abel P. Upshur. After a short tour of duty on the Hunt, he was placed in command of the cutter Chelan, which was on the Bering Sea Patrol. He was very happy to get back to the West Coast. He was appointed U.S. Commissioner, Third Judicial Division, District of Alaska in addition to his duties on the Chelan.

The Chelan was based in Alaska in the summer and in Seattle in the winter. In October 1934, he was designated chief of staff of the Seattle Division and while acting in this capacity was a special lecturer and later instructor in oceanography at the University of Washington.
To his dissatisfaction, he was transferred back to Coast Guard headquarters in Washington, D.C. in October 1935 where he acted as chief communications officer until April 1937 when he was placed in command of the Coast Guard cutter Northland. American journalist and war correspondent Ernie Pyle had occasion to visit aboard the cutter Northland during the 1937 season, and his column for September 14, 1937 gives us an idea of what type of commanding officer Captain Zeusler was:

Captain Zeusler is rather a young man, although he first came to the Arctic in 1913. This is his ninth cruise in the Bering Sea. He has a fine home in Seattle, and a daughter in college. He is a widely informed and studious man.

I am surprised at the discipline aboard ship. I had supposed that the Coast Guard, being an organization which actually does work, would have rather slipshod workaday discipline. But not so. It is just as strict as in the Navy.

I like the way Captain Zeusler runs this ship. Discipline is strict, but it is a discipline of reason. There is no overfamiliarity with the captain, and yet there isn’t a lot of false kow-towing like you see on many service ships. He treats his men as though they were humans.

Zeusler was assigned as commander, Juneau District, Alaska and in March 1942 was designated as captain of the port for the Territory of Alaska, and served on the staff of commander, Alaska Section as off shore patrol commander, and head of the Sitka subsection.

He was transferred to the Thirteenth Coast Guard District, Seattle, in April 1944 and served in that capacity until July 8, 1946, when he retired after 38 years in the Coast Guard.

Admiral Zeusler was recalled to active duty in November 1946 as a consultant to a congressional committee studying the shipping problems of Alaska. He served with the committee until March 1, 1947, when he was again released from active duty.

In addition to World War I and II campaign medals, Admiral Zeusler held the Bronze Star for his World War II service as commander of naval forces in the Sitka, Alaska area, and the Legion of Merit for service as district commander of the Seventeenth (Juneau) and Thirteenth (Seattle) Coast Guard Districts during the war.
After retiring from the Coast Guard, Zeusler wrote and spoke frequently on maritime topics. Admiral Zeusler was also known on the Seattle waterfront as a steamship executive, having served as executive assistant to the president of the Alaska Steamship Company from 1947 to 1954. He was also active in civic organizations related to the Port of Seattle.

In the 1960s Zeusler was active in the Pacific Northwest Maritime Historical Society. His wife, Clarice died in 1966, 15 days short of what would have been their 50th wedding anniversary.

After his retirement, he lived in the Seattle area for many years before moving to California in 1975. Admiral Zeusler died in Santa Barbara in December 14, 1981, at age 91.

Most of the information in this biography came from the following sources:

*The Coast Guard career of Admiral Frederick A. Zeusler: a portrait of a career at sea as taken from the writings, diaries, and oral history of Admiral F. A. Zeusler.* Compiled by Fred Olson, December 1990.


**SCOPE AND CONTENTS NOTE**

Zeusler collected photographs, films, and slides, many of which he may have photographed himself. The largest group consists of images (photographs, films, slides, and glass lantern slides) of Alaska, both the Southeast and Arctic. Many of the arctic images may have originated from his Coast Guard Ice Patrol voyages to that area in the 1930s. Zeusler also collected some Gold Rush Era photographs of Alaska from the late 1890s to early 1900s, including the Chilkoot Trail and Nome. In the mid-1950s, after he retired, Zuesler took many slides on two trips to Japan and the Far East. Of note among the papers in this collection is a booklet entitled *Eskimo Life Told by an Eskimo Artist.*
INVENTORY

Box 1

Folder 1, #1-41 Assorted photographs. Some Hegg, Lomen Bros.

Folder 2, #42-66 4.25" x 3.5" photos mounted on 5.25" x 6.25" board. SE Alaska, sled dogs. Photographer unknown.

Folder 3, #67-77 4.25" x 7.5" photos mounted on 5.75" x 8.75" board. Winter & Pond.

Folder 4, #78-90 4.25" x 7.5" photos mounted on 5.75" x 8.75" board. Winter & Pond.

Folder 5, #91-106 4.5" x 6.5" photos mounted on 7" x 9" board. Photographer unknown.

Box 2

#107-121 3.25" x 4" Glass lantern slides, images of Alaska.

Box 3

#122-136, 3.25" x 4" Glass lantern slides, images of Alaska.
#1338-1342 4" x 5" Glass lantern slides
1338 Trout Creek Valley Looking Up Stream Near Twin Lakes. P.S. Hunt #69
1339 One of the Tunnels in Woods Canyon. C. R. & N. W. Ry., P.S. Hunt #J933
1340 Looking up Miles Glacier and Copper River Valley. P.S. Hunt #J952
1341 Woods Canyon, Cr & N. W. Ry., P.S. Hunt #J932
1342 Childs Glacier from hill near Miles Glacier. P.S. Hunt

Box 4

#137-353 2" x 2" Glass slides, images of Alaska.

Box 5

Folder 1, #354-367 Slides of Alaska
Folder 2, #368-445  Photograph album; photos of Alaska, mostly Southeast Alaska

Folder 3, #446-470  Photos of Alaska, mostly Southeast Alaska.

Folder 4, #471-480  Photos of Alaska, mostly Arctic Alaska.

Folder 5, #481-496  Photos of Alaska, mostly Arctic Alaska.

**Box 6**: (Located in PCA Oversize – PCA 412)

Photograph album  #497-674

#497-674  Photograph album; photos of Alaska, Gold Rush era; ships, landscapes.

**Box 7**  (Unnumbered images):

Folder 1: Negatives (469)  Mainly Alaska-related.

Negatives placed in freezer (3 boxes)

Folder 2: Slides (107)  Far East and Arizona.

Folder 3: Slides (10)  Japan

Folder 4: Slide carousel,

slides (100)  Far East

**Box 8**  Films (bulk: 1937?-1941?):

**Loose label: “Nome fire”**

16mm:

Film 1.  7” reel: [Alaska salmon] Spliced pieces.

Film 2.  7” reel: Top of can: Alaska’s silver millions; silent, color; Hubbard-Katmar valley [??? ???] color pictures of operation.

Film 3.  7” reel: Top of can: Alaska; SE Alaska. Safety film, vinegar odor.
Box 8 (continued)

Film 4. 7” reel: Top of can: Silent; Nunwa[h?] Island, Nash harbor; [??? ??? ???]; oceanograph[?] recons[?], Unalaska; N. K[??] Islands, Wales, Pt. Hope
Film 5. 7” reel: Top of can: Salmon Can Pt 2
Film 6. 7” reel: Top of can: Woo[?] perch[?] comedy; Side of can: III Scenes 51 to 52
Film 7. 7” reel: Top of can: Salmon cannery Part 1, Safety film
Film 8. 7” reel: Top of can: Fishery Pictures; Side of can: #1 Scenes 1 To 33
Film 9. 3.75” reel: holding 5.25” film: Labels: Inside Passage, King Island, Nunivik
Film 10. 3.75” reel: Label: Northlaw[?], Chuit[?], & Inside
Film 11. 3.75’ reel: No label.
Film 12. 3.75” reel: Label: Native women, fishing, reindeer, ice
Film 13. 3.75” reel: Label: 2; yes; color; [????]
Film 14. 3.75” reel: No label (appears to have fallen off)
Film 15. 2.875” reel: No label.

32 mm:

Film 22. 9.75” reel: Label: Coast Guard Arctic Cruise of Northland, #5
Film 23. 9.75” reel: Label: Bears, Whales, Siberia, cutting up whale; Nitrate
Film 24. 9.75” reel: Label: Life aboard the Northland in the Arctic [crossed out], NO [written on top]; Holmes sail cleanup[?], ice

Box 9

16mm:

Film 16. 13.75” reel: Reel 1
Film 17. 13.75” reel: Reel 2
Film 18. 13.75” reel: Reel 3

Box 9a

16mm:

Film 19. 13.75” reel: Label: Inside Passage #1
Film 20. 13.75” reel: Label: [??? ??? ??? ???], sea, reindeer, ice, III
Film 21. 13.75” reel: Label: King Island, whales, hunting walrus, boat [?]

**Box 10**
Photograph album

Photo album containing photos, many of them arctic ones originating from Zeusler’s Coast Guard Ice Patrols to the arctic from 1914 through the mid-1940s. The album also includes photographs from his association with the Alaska Steamship Co. after retiring from the Coast Guard.

Page I

A 5 men stood abreast on the roof of the mouth of this whale, 70 foot long whale bone worth $10,000

B When the Eskimos kill a whale the boot steever cuts a small strip of skin from tip to tip of the tail. This he wraps around his body and runs to the village to give the news and the show the size of the whale.

Page 1 Wales, Alaska 1915

1 Cape Prince of Wales, the most westerly point on the American Continent. 48 miles across Bering Strait to East Cape Siberia.

2 A prehistoric pit. There are more than 1,000 on Cape Mountain. The legend has it that they were homes for evil spirits.

3 Successful whaling captain.

4 Oomiak canoe made of drift wood using thongs to lash the parts together instead of nails or screws

5 Oomiak on exhibition with, meat hook and harpoons.

6 The Kozgo or underground dance house.

7 Whale dance, 24 hours before launching the 1st whale boat.

8 Shaman Cache, with charms and ceremonial gear, protected by skulls of polar bear.
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Box 10 (continued)

9 Burning shavings from new paddle. Ashes thrown in path of whale boat to scare away spirits.

10 Oomiak loaded with equipment ready for hunting. Boat r rolled on inflated seal skins.

11 Witch doctor performs his ceremony skull of wolf hung over bow.

Page 2

12 Six to eight boats patrol Bering Strait looking for whales.

13 Whaler “Alexander, kill the 70′ whale.

14 An international boundary between Russian and America Diomede [Diomede].

15 Fluke of a whale

16 The villagers help to haul a caught whale a share.

17 Eskimo butchers carve the whale they start with the stomach.

18 Removing the blubber.

19 Bow shaped bone from which it gets its name.

20 Cutting out the tongue.

21 Inside view of whale bones showing the fibre through which water is strained to catch food.

22 Hauling whale meat on hunting sled.

23 Storing whale meat in underground cellar.
Box 10 (continued)
Page 4

24  Elitsena. Sinnok Reindeer herder and family.
25  Roping a wild deer, preparing the harness.
26  Six weeks old fawns
27  Sleeping Fawn
28  Horns in velvet. All deer shed their horns each spring males six weeks earlier than females
29  Sled deer. Horns in winter.
30  Cutting blubber from fresh walrus hide.
31  Walrus hides stretched.
32  [Chuohee] walrus hide skin tent.
33  Oorgrook or Big Seal. Hide used exclusively for boot soles.
34  Shooting young ptarmigan.
35  [Hain] seal hunter.

Page 3

36  Catching tom cod through hole in ice. One stick holds the fishing line while with other she draws the line out, to protect hand from wet line.
37  Tom cod drying in summer 1915
38  Kobuk River eskimos
39  Ancient fox trap
40  Nor-wad-Losk. Both girls names for recently deceased person.
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Box 10 (continued)

41  Nora [Nora verso]

42  Nora and angnolok (sisters) in store clothes

43  Runaway bride after being married to herder, this girl ran away and was found the next morning sleeping in the green creek bank.

44  Masquerading in white man’s clothes

45  Siberian pups

46  School children.

47  Studying geography.

Page 5

48  Fish trap S. E. Alaska -

49  Brailing

50  Fish Trap.

51  1940 Loring

Page 6 Trap Operations

52  Prepping Net at Trap -Verso

53  Loading Barge at. ___ ___ Verso

54  Village on the lower Yukon Dunie the Fishing Season -[Title]

55  Unloading Salmon – Verso
Box 10 (continued)

Page 7

56  Fish ladder to cannery
57  Preparing fish for canning.
58  Iron Chink.
59  Cannery Line

Page 8

60  Checking weights in cans.
61  Completed cans for casing
62  Topping cans
63  cooking

Page 9

64  Seinging Salmon in Alaskan Waters – Verso
65  Seiner
66  Purse Seiner
67  Troller

Page 10

68  Bristol Bay fisherman
69  Halibut boat
70  Halibut Boat
Box 10 (continued)

71  Icing halibut for storage
Page 11  1941 - verso

72  Unloading halibut boat

73  Cleaning halibut

74  Unloading Halibut

75  Halibut

Page 12

76  Halibut storage

77  Halibut cordwood.

78  [Halibut cordwood, frozen in cold storage, and stacked]

79  Halibut cordwood 1941

80  Taking ice on board

Page 13

81  Portion of Alaskan Totem Pole – Verso

82  Eagle [Halibut] Poles Saxman

83  [Totem Pole]

84  [Totem Pole]

Page 14

85  Kasaan
Box 10 (continued)

86 Konakadet of the Kaigani Haidas
Old Indian totem which formerly supported roof of tribal community
house at Kasan - Verso

87 Grizzly Bear. Alaska Indian totem – Verso

88 Kenakadet housepost Kasan 1941

Page 15 Alert Bay 1940

89 [Totem poles on beach]

90 [Totem Poles]

91 [Native carvings]

92 [cemetery]

93 Kayak Totem Pole Wrangel

94 Thunderbird

95 [Thunderbird]

Page 16

96 Thunder Bird and Mother Bear Totems

97 Alert Bay [carving]

98 Old Indian Totem Kasan Alaska – Verso

99 Kudjuk Totem

100 Chief Kian Totem Ketchikan Alaska – Verso

101 S-140 Tlinghet Tribe Totem, Raven and Frog, from Cape Fox – Saxman,
Alaska – Verso
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Box 10 (continued)

102 [Totem Pole]

103 Reconstructed totem in Saxman Village, near Ketchikan, Alaska.

[Lincoln Totem] The Lincoln Totem is a Tlingit Carving. The story goes back to 1867. It is a story of a ------- and feud between the Ravens and Eagles. The Eagles were aggressive. They had grown rich in the slave trade. When the news of the freedom of slaves in the U.S. was spread to Alaska by a U.S. Revenue cutter the Ravens decided to make the best of it to the determent of their rivals the Eagles. They erected at the time more than one memorial in honor of Lincoln and preserved the tradition within the clan. The first one was erected in 1870 by Tlingit Indians of the Raven’s _______. Verso

104 Built in honor of Captain Swanson’s Tlingit wife. Swanson was a Hudson Bay Trader.

105 Salmon Woman Totem Park Saxman.

106 Chief _______ Totems. Main crests Thunderbird, Beaver, Raven, grizzly bear.

Page 18

107 Dr. Self

108 Saxman (Ketchikan) Doctor Self. Tlingit Totem pole of Beaver and Eagle at Saxman.

109 [Totem Poles]

110 Chief Shakes totems, Wrangell - Verso

111 Kayak Totem Pole in memory of Kaukish in 1897. Thunderbird on top and the one legged fisherman kayak and his string of salmon.
112  [no photo]

113  Chief Skowe Arm of Chief Eagle Totems – Verso

114  [Totem Poles]

115  [no photo]

Page 19

**Box 10 (continued)**

116  Prince Rupert [Totem poles]

117  Shakes Totem, Wrangell Alaska – Verso

118  Raven Totem, Wrangell Alaska – Verso [post card from Matilda Jones to Mrs. F.A. Zeusler]

119  Indian Totem, Alaska – Verso

120  Alaska Version of the White Man’s burden- Verso.

121  Chief Shakes Community House. Wrangell Potlach 1940 – Verso.

122  Sitka park

123  ______ Totem Original  [Sitka]

Page 20

124  [Totem Park] Sitka

125  [Totem Poles]

126  [Totem Poles]

127  Alert Bay  [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]
Page 21

128 [miner with sluice box] Creek mining

129 Kennicot Mill - Verso

130 Bunt Washer Nome Alaska. Andrew’s Photo – Verso

131 Beach Mining Nome. Reminiscent of the days of 98’—“gold” is still the – [caption on photo] Verso

132 1936 Sluicing, Fairbanks

Page 22

**Box 10 (continued)**

133 [ iceberg & boat]

134 Mining Icebergs 1926

135 Sluicing Near Fairbanks

136 [Mining photos] 1936

Page 23

137 Pilot on Snohonish

138 New Years Greetings from S Heado – Verso

139 Seward Mts.

140 Arcota Snohomish Port Angeles [ship]

141 Helverson searching for lost Pullitzer, Alaska.
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142 Seward

143 [Seward]

144 Snohomish, Seward [ship]

145 Coaling ship Kodiak. [This is a postcard].

Page 24

146 Harding Gateway to Seward

147 [scenic photo of Alaska]

148 Seward

149 Seward 1940 Verso

150 Seward Main st. Verso

Box 10 (continued)

151 A [scenic photo with person] Credit Ordway Alaska steamship - Verso

Page 25 Alaska Railroad Station Seward 1922 [written on page]

151 B Seward. Credit Alaska Steamship Co. – Verso [picture of train]

152 Along the Alaska Railroad – Verso [postcard], WJC [photographer] Some of the Mountains back of Seward There is nothing but. – Verso

153 Driving the first spike on the government Railroad. – Verso Ship Creek, Alaska April 29, 1915 – Verso

154 Seward, Alaska – Verso [train]

155 A good view of Seward. I have marked my Apartment – Verso
156  U.S. Dept. of Agriculture experimental farm at Matanuska Valley. – Verso
Matanuska

157  Western Alaska Photo by Bert Huntoor – Verso.  Kenai Lake

Page 26 1935 [date on page]

158  Nellie Lawton trading Post.

159  Approaching Chitina.  Chitina Fairbanks military Highway constructed and maintained by Alaska Road Commission – Verso [sign in photo] [picture of old car]

160  Chitna.  Tulkatna Trading on the Richardson Highway.  HW Seward – Verso


162  Valdez

163  Gulkana

164A  Matanuska

Page 27 1932 [date on page]

**Box 10 (continued)**

164B  Main Street Nenana, Alaska.  Nenana is point where the Alaska RR trains Connect with river steamers for Tanana and Yukon Rivers points – Verso

165  Circle City and Govt. wireless station - Verso

166  Circle City Hot Springs – Verso

167  Prince William Sound.

168  Latouche

169  Circle City
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Page 28 1932 [date on center of page]

170 Eagle
171 Dawson
172 “Ma” Pullen Skagway
173 Chilcat [Chilkat] natives. [2 male natives wearing full native regalia]

Page 29 1936 [date on center of page]

174 Chilkoot Barracks
176 Skagway
177 Skagway [Drawing on rock wall can be seen from ferry terminal today]
178 Indian hyroglithics on cliff off Skagway Station

Page 30 1932 [date on center of page]

179 White Pass and Yukon R.R. [Rail road] Scenes

Box 10 (continued)

    East Fork-From Rocky Point – Verso
181 White Pass
White Pass R.R. [railroad] Scenes. The White Pass & Yukon Line is a twisting, narrow, aug[ue] [gauge] railroad, built four decades ago to tap the gold fields of the Klondike. It is rety [words cut off] which feeds the new Alcan International highway [highway] from the sea...Scenic shots along the ough [rough] route of the White Pass & Yukon Railway o., showing water being taken on and guards stationed at strategic points. December 1942 – Verso [transcription on back of photo].

Page 31  1932 [date on page]

183 Lake Bennett. Whitehorse – Verso. Credit Alaska Steamship Co.-Verso

184 [Downtown Juneau with Mine] Juneau

185 Mine Juneau

186 Juneau

187 Douglas

Page 32

188 Mine Dump Juneau

189 Douglas. The growing city of Douglas, Alaska, is located across Gastineau Channel from Juneau, the capital city. A portion of the bridge connecting the two cities can be seen in the low left-hand corner of this photograph. – Verso [transcription on back of photo]
Credit Alaska Steamship Co. – Verso

190 Shaman Island, verso [illegible text on back of photo] Island off Juneau
191 Twin Glacier Camp Juneau, Alaska. A New and Modern Resort for Tourist Fisherman, and Big Game Hunters.- verso [Transcription on postcard]
Mary Joyee 247 So. Orange Dr. Los Angeles Cal. – Verso [text on back of postcard].

192 Cache. Dogulas.

193 Petrified Tree. [Little girl looking at tree].

Page 33 Scenes around Juneau 1940 [page title].

194 [Scenic photo with old dirt road] [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

195 [scenic photo appears to be Mt. McGuinness near glacier]
196 [scenic photo of Mendenhall Glacier]. [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

197 [Photo of unusual tree growing out of stump].

Page 34

198 Catholic Shrine. Juneau given by Nick Bez in memory of his son. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

199 near Juneau [beach photo]

200 Juneau 1940 [downtown Juneau] [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

201 Wrangell Institute Wrangell Alaska – Verso


Page 35 [all 5 photos stuck to page. Find in box # 13] 1960

203 Wrangell [photo of harbor] [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

204 [Harbor photo] [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

205 Omar Petersburg [photo stuck to page Find in box # 13]
206  Petersburg [photo of harbor] [photo stuck to page Find in box # 13]

  **Box 10 (continued)**

207  Petersburg  [aerial photo of road] [photo stuck to page Find in box # 13]

Page 36  [seven photos stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

208  Skagway [aerial photo]  [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

209  Sitka [waterside photo of town] [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

210  Belle 2D  [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

211  Wrangell Narrows  [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

212  Mt. Edgewood [Edgcumb]  [Aerial photo of crater]  [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

213  At sea off Yakutat [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

214  At sea off Yakutat  1936 [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

Page 37  [3 photos stuck to page]

215  Sitka [people walking on ice] [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

216  Chief and assistant alert bay [two native men dressed in formal clothes]  [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

217  Skagway – Verso [wild flowers]

218  Sitka

219  Spawning Salmon [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

220  [wild flowers]

221  Petersburg Plaque of mounted Salmon.  Fish weighed 100 pds.  Caught by
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Ohmer. [hand written note on back of photo] Salmon 126 ½ # Thanks Captain _ regards from your old friend Earl Ohmer.

Page 38 [1 photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

222 Metlakatla [photo of coastline and town]

**Box 10 (continued)**

223 Sitka [photo of fort with cannons] [photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]


Page 39

225 Sitka. Sitka – probably about the time of the Purchase or before

226 Sitka [town and ocean] Credit Alaska Steamship Co. Verso

227 [photo of coastline]

228 Sitka 1932. Sitka 1922 Verso [back of photo]. Russian Church [photo of orthodox priest].

229 If published credit should be given to Rolphe Dolphin St. Paul – Verso [back of photo]. [photo of ship in harbor].

230 [Russian Church]

Page 40 [ photos 231-235 stuck to page. Find in box # 13] 1932 [date on page]

231 Valdez [photo of dock and boat, transportation signs] [on sign in photo: Alaska Motor stages for Fairbanks save time and money – verso]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

232 Bridge 21 approaching Valdez. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].
233  Orca Inlet. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

234  Cordova. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

235  Cordova. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

236  Along Eyak Lake Highway [Postcard]

Page 41  [Photographs 237-243 could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13]

237  Cordova. Alaska S.S. Co. [Ships at dock]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

Box 10 (continued)


239  Scene from Richardson Highway. Richardson Highway Transportation Co. [Truck on road overlooking river, mountains in background.]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

240  Gateway to Mt. McKinley National Park [Sign], Truck on road beneath sign. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

241  Big Delta. Big Delta on Tanana River. [Two story building, possibly lodge, with truck in front]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

242  Tanana River from Gasoline Hill. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

243  Mile 49. Copper River R.R. [Railroad bridge over river]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

Page 42  [Photographs 243, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250 could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13]

243  Copper River approaching Valdez.

244  Copper River. Keystone Canyon.
Keystone Canyon. Mt Drum. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

Keystone Canyon. Snowshoe Gulch. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13]

Richardson Highway. Gulkana Bridge. The Richardson Highway and Gulkana River Bridge, Gulkana, Alaska. This is a lunch stop for Golden Belt Line Tourists on the Highway. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

Thompson Pass, Richardson Highway. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].


Mt Sanford Mt Drum from Gulkana. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

Box 10 (continued)

Kodiak Bear

Yukon River from the air. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

Russian Church Kodiak. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

Kodiak 1937 [view from ship]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

Kodiak, Alaska. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

[Kodiak - aerial view of town]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

[Kodiak – aerial view of town]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].
258 Cordova. (33) A beautiful drive into the nearby wilds along Lake Eyak at Cordova, Alaska. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

259 Cordova [Appears to be time lapse photograph of sunrise and sunset with reflections on water]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

260 Cordova [View downtown street. - Buildings on each side of street with forest and mountains in the background] The O’Neill [Sign on one of the buildings]

261 Cordova [Aerial view]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

262 Cordova. Spencer at dock. Spending Christmas. 1938. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

263 Cordova. [Snow scene with trees and mountain]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

Page 45 [Photographs 264 – 268 could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

Box 10 (continued)

264 [Vegetable stand with variety of vegetables displayed] [Signs in photograph] – Seward; Phone Main 1; Raised in Seward Alaska; Brown & Hawkins. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

265 Rancher Matanuska Valley. 1936. [Man standing in field holding up large vegetable leaf]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

266 Matanuska. [Farm scene that includes field, houses, barn and silo. Mountain in the background] . [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

267 Matanuska. The Colonists First Crop Palmer, Alaska. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

268 Rancher Matanuska Valley. 1936. [Man standing on steps of house holding large vegetable.] [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].
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Page 46

Photographs 271–274 could not be removed from album.

269

[Dirt road with fields on either side. Stacks of hay in one field. Mountains in the background.]

270

8/7/36 Hewitts [View of field with mounds of hay. Horses pulling plow].

271

Cordova. [View of water with mountain in background]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

272

Spencer Plane [Small airplane being hoisted off/on ship]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

273

Fairbanks. [View of field with two horses in the middle, houses on the edge]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

274

Palmer 1936. [People in boat on lake, one person in water]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

Page 47

Photographs 275 – 277 & 279 - 283 could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13.

275

Fairbanks. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

276

Mining. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

Box 10 (continued)

277

Harding Gate way. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

278

Cold water thawing of ground – Chatanika Steese Highway

279

Kodiak 1942, Remnants of ash still visible (Katmai). [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

280

Kodiak church. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

281

Dredging. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].
282  [Boats at dock with mountains in background]. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

283  Shishaldin, 1942. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

Page 48  1939 in center of page [Photographs 284 – 287 & 289, 290 could not be removed from album. Find in box #13].

284  Shishaldin. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

285  Alaska Peninsula. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

286  Shishaldin – Isanotski. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

287  Miles Glacier. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

288  Spencer Glacier.

289  Frederick Sound. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

290  Experimental Farm Fairbanks. [Photo stuck to page. Find in box # 13].

Page 49  1932 written at bottom center of album page

291  Spencer Glacier

292  Taku Glacier

293  Columbia Glacier [PICTURE NOT INCLUDED IN ALBUM]

**Box 10 (continued)**

294  Frederick Sound

295  Frederick Sound [Aerial view of glacier]

296  Approaching Columbia Glacier
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297  Cook Inlet Illianna

298  Sawyer Glacier

Page 50  Inside Passage Scenes, 1936 [written in middle of album page]

299  [Snow covered mountain slopes]

300  [Mountain reflected in lake]

301  Aniakchak Lake [Crater] – Surprise Lake

302  (40) Alaska’s thousands of fjords hold great allure for the adventure-traveler and always at the…[Mountains with water, possibly lake, in foreground]

Page 51  1936 [Year written on album page]

303  Mt. McKinley Park

304  The Midnight Sun along Alaska’s Inside Passage

305  Mt. McKinley North America’s highest peak. 20,300 feet. F.B

306  Crossing the Gulf of Alaska from Juneau to the placid, protected waters of Prince William, the steamer passes by the highest range of coastal mountains in the world.

Page 52

307  Mendenhall Glacier near Juneau

308  Ice Berg approaching Juneau Frederick Sd.

309  Taku Glacier

Box 10 (continued)
310  Tracy Arm

Page 53  1932 [Year written on album page]

311  Twin Glacier Taku River

312  SE Alaska – Sumdum

313  Petrified Tree – Juneau Glacier

314  Back of Tracy Arm –

315  Alaska Peninsula

Page 54  1939 [Written on album page]

316  Alaska SS Banonoff off Columbia Glacier

317  Hole in the Wall Glacier

318  Childs Glacier

319  Prince William Sound Scenery

320  Back of Tracy Arm

321  Alaska Peninsula

Page 55  1941 [Year written in middle of album page]

322  Mts [Stream or river with mountain in background]

323  Scene in Wrangell Narrows

324  1142   From: Public Relations Division, U.S. Coast Guard, Washington, D.C.   U. S. Coast Guard 154th Anniversary Release   Hold For Week Of July 29, 1944.

- 7 -  The Coast Guard Protects Navigation Channels   No soft touch is the Coast Guardsman’s job of tending buoys in the navigation channels. Here, a hardy crewman smashes the ice that encrusts one of the floating
sentinels of coastal traffic. The Coast Guard keeps their lights glowing and bells ringing.***

**Box 10 (continued)**

325  Buoy Tending

Page 56  \hspace{1cm} 1941 [Year written on album page]

326  Inside Passage

327  St Mathew Id. [Saint Matthew Island]

328  Paxson Lake on Richardson Highway  In Alaska

329  Alaska Range from Richardson Highway

330  Mt. Sanford  Mt. Drum  Mt. Wrangell (Live Volcano)  Mt. Blackburn 16,140

331  Mt. Drum – Copper River in foreground

Page 57  \hspace{1cm} 1941 [Year written on album page]

332  **Please Mention Coast Guard**  Cliff-Hopping the fuel supply…Coast Guardsmen, attached to a remote outpost in the Far North, haul drums of oil up the rocky cliffs, employing lines and pulleys to good advantage. This Artic [Arctic] duty is no spot for the tenderfoot. It calls for strong men and makes them stronger.

333  Renewing lighting equipment on shore light. Cape Spencer. Lynn Canal Lt. H. [Light House] #30


335  Scotch Cap from the air.

336  Scotch Cap completely destroyed by Tidal wave in 1945, 2 men lost. Unimak DF Stn, taken following tidal wave 1 April 194[?]. Ens R R Pope.
Page 58  [Blank – No pictures were placed on album page.]

Page 59  1941 [Year written on album page]

337  Mary Id [Island]

338  Prince Wm. Sound

Box 10 (continued)

339  Lyn [Lynn] Canal

340  [River valley leading to face of glacier]

341  Mendenhall. H-2425

342  Tracy Arm. H-3624

343  Tracy Arm. H-3603

Page 60  [Blank – No pictures were placed on album page.]

Page 61  1932 [Year written on album page.]

344  Sitka 1932 [Year written on album page].

Page 62

345  Sheep.

346  Kenai Peninsula [Herd of Mountain Goats].

347  Kenai geese.

348  Loring [Mammal standing on the side of the road].

349  Seward R.R. Station.

350  Alaska R.R. jitney.
Hinterland of Seward [Caption shared with picture 352] [PHOTOGRAPH MISSING FROM THE PAGE].

Hinterland of Seward [Caption shared with picture 351]. Seward from the mt [mountain].

Page 63

Nicholski.

Joe Bezzerkoff. Native doctor trained by our doctors at nicholski [photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].  
**Box 10 (continued)**

Nosh Hbr [Nash Harbour].

Nash Harbor [Two men kneeling down and inspecting two skulls].

Nash Hb [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

[Difficult to identify structure with clothes hanging from it] [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

[Group of people, some white with uniforms, and some native].[Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

[Native man in a traditional boat].

[Coastal landscape].

Nash Hr. [Harbor].[Group of sailors on the deck of a ship].

[Group of sailors mixed with native people]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

[Group of sailors mixed with native people]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

366 [White man posing with native women].

367 [Group of white men holding instruments].

Page 64

368 [Group of white and native people on the deck of a ship]. [Photograph could not be removed from album Find in box # 13].

369 [Native man on the deck of a ship].

370 [Native man on the deck of a ship]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

Box 10 (continued)

371 [Native man on the deck of a ship]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

372 [Native man on the deck of a ship]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

373 George Z, Mick, Mc Glathlin. [Group of white and native men on the deck of a ship].

374 [Group of native women]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

375 Nash Harbor. [Group of native people with children holding life rings that read ‘Chelan U.S. Coast Guard’].

376 [Group of white and native people]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

377 Grandson, son, father. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].
378 Jimmie. [group of men on the beach]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

379 Mc Clothlin, George Z, Jimmie, DeMartino, ‘ach’, Jimmie Jr. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

380 Walrus Island. 1933. Walrus Island Bird Reserve. [Flock of birds].

381 1933. [Walrus].

382 [Nesting birds]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

383 [Molting birds]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

384 [Flock of birds with eggs]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13.]

Page 65

Box 10 (continued)

385 Aleutian merelet and egg. 1933 [Caption written on the back of the photograph]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

386 Seals. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

387 Seal. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

388 Monthly travel of the seal herds. [A map of the North Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea]. [Map could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

Page 66

Chelan 1934. [Written on album page].

389 North Rookery. [Seals]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].
390 Scenes of Pribilof Island. [Seals]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

391 Seal rookery. St. Paul Island. Alaska. [Caption written on the back of the photograph]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

392 Killing bachelor seals for skins. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

393 [Coast landscape with seals].

394 Officers and men ashore on St. Paul. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

395 Baby seals. Government property return to commandant. U.S. Coastward, Washington D.C. [This statement is written on the back of the photograph, hidden by a second piece of paper to which the Photograph is attached].

396 Mining Nome. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

397 Mining Nome. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

Page 67

Box 10 (continued)

398 1933. [Men in a traditional boat].

399 Trading.

400 [Group of native people]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

401 King Id.[Island] Village, Nome. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].
1934, George, Reindeer Inspectors [unreadable word], Z, Capt [Captain] Glger.

Nome. 1933. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

Nome Station Boot [Boat?]. [U.S. Coast Guard Boat]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

[Street shot]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

[Native and white men on the shore]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

At Nome Alaska. 1933.

King Id. [Island] natives bound for Nome. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

[Natives]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

[U.S. Coast Guard boat].

1936 [Written on album page].

[Men carrying a boat].


Box 10 (continued)

c.q. picking up survivors of Soviet Plane down off Nome. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

[A plane on the water]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].
Unalaska and Environs. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

Chignik. Castle rock Chignik [?].

Native children of Morzhovoi, Alaska. 1933.

Dutch Hbr. [Harbor]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

1932. [Written on album page].

Bound Home.

Inspection.

Winning Boatscrew at Unalaska. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

[Men looking at the sea].

[group of men].

[Landscapes].

[Man fishing].

[Man reading].

Walrus Id. [Island].

Walrus Id. [Island].

[Beach]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

[Walrus]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

Box 10 (continued)
431 Transporting Native Girls. 1934. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

432 Pribilof Id. [Island]. [This is a postcard].

433 St. Paul. [This is actually a postcard].


435 Baby Seal. St Paul.

Page 70 1934 [Written on album page].

436 [F]ishing Schooner in Bristol Bay. 1934.

437 [Sailing Ship].


439 [Fishing boat].

440 Location: Lat.58º-38' N; Long 168º. [Ships at sea].

441 Farmacist mate ashore at Nash Hb [Harbor].

442 Natives Nash Harbor. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

443 Medical Inspection Nash Hb [Harbor]. 1936. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

444 Nash Hb[Harbor]. 1934,

445 1934. Native Home Nash Hb [Harbor]

446 Natives of Nash Harbor, Alaska. 1934.

447 Chelan [unclear sign] Nash Harbor, Nunivak Id [Island].

448 1934. Nash Hb [Harbor].
Box 10 (continued)

Page 71

Nunivok Id [Written on album page]. [Seems to refer to photographs number 449, 450, 451, 452, 453]. Bogoslof Id. [written on album page]. [Seems to refer to photographs number 454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459, 460, 461, 462, 463]. 1936. [Seems to refer to photographs number 456, 457, 458, 459].

454
Nash Hb [Harbor].

450
Nash Hb [Harbor].

451
Nash Hb [Harbor]. 1934.

452

453
Nash Hb [Harbor]. 1934.

454
Castle Rock.

455

456
McCulloch Peak.

457
[Two men on rocky landscape].

458
[Rocky landscape].

459
[Coast landscape].

460
Surveying on Bogoslof.

461
Bogoslof.

462
Bogoslof. 1933. Father Hubbard.

463
Bogoslof.
**Box 11**

Page 72  Scenes on Bogoslof Id [Island]. [Written on album page].

464  Murrel on Boloslof Id [Island].

465  [Cliff]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

466  [Birds]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

467  [Birds].

468  [Birds]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

469  [Sea lion carcass].

470  Prof [Professor] Alexander and dead Sea Lions. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

471  Sea Lions. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

**Box 11 (continued)**

472  [Sea lions].

473  [Sea lions]

474  [Coastline with sea lions].

475  [Geologic maps of Bogoslof Island and surrounding areas from different years and authors; and drawings of volcanic activity]. [Maps could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

Page 73  Bogoslof [Written on album page]. 1913 Picture by Lt Perham [Caption found on album page, but hidden under photograph number 483. Caption doesn’t seem to belong to that photograph. Album page could have been reused after having held a different set of photographs].
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1892 [Island with smoke erupting from it]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].


1913 [Island seen from the sea].

1908 [Island seen from the sea]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

1906. Mc Culloch Ph [The photograph is attached to another layer of paper which seems to be part of a map representing the base of several ships].

1909 [written on album page next to photograph]. Oct [October] 15 1907 [Written on the back of the photograph]. [Island from the sea]. [Photograph is attached to a second layer of paper].

1909 [Castle Rock]. [Photograph was attached to a second layer of paper that remains stuck to the album page].

1913 [Written to the side of the photograph]. 1910 [Written below the photograph]. Sep [September] 1910 [Written on the back of the photograph]. [Erupting island]. [Photograph is attached to a second layer of paper with icons representing ships and information about those ships].

[All the page seems to be dedicated to the evolution in time of Bogoslof Island].

1912 [Stretch of land from the sea]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13]
1916 [Island from the sea].


1922. Commandant’s office. File copy.

1926. [Island from the sea].

1928. [Island from the sea].

1934. [Island from the sea]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].


Bogoslof 1940.

Box 11 (continued)

Page 75

Bogoslof 1937. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

1934  [Island from the sea].

[Island from the sea].

Taking Stati. [Men working from deck].

[Men working from deck].

[Deck of a ship].
499 [Deck of a ship].

500 [Deck of a ship]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

501 [Deck of a ship].

502 [Deck of a ship].

503 [Man on deck].

504 [Men on deck].

505 [Men working on deck]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

506 [Men working on deck].

507 [Man on deck].

508 [Land from the sea].

**Box 11 (continued)**

509 Oceanographic Group 1934. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

510 Prof [Professor] Barnes. MR BARNES WITH CURRENT METER. Zeusler.

511 [Unreadable sign] Pfefer [?]. Prof [Professor] Barnes. [Photograph missing from album page].

Page 76

512 Savoonga. [White man and group of native people].

513 Gambel Mike and his family.
514 Trading Ivory. [This caption could belong to photograph number 515 too]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

515 Trading Ivory. [This caption could belong to photograph number 514 too].

516 Savoonga. WPA boardwalk.

517 Natives coming on board [for/from?] Morces [?]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

518 [Natives coming on board a ship]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

519 Native party on board. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

520 Tattooed women of Savoonga.

521 [Men on deck wearing swimsuits].

522 Drying Sea Lion (DOGRUK) Skins. Shaktolik, Alaska.

523 Bridg at Elin, Alaska.

**Box 11 (continued)**

524 [Dogs tied to posts].

Page 77

525 Savoonga Natives.

526 White Fox Furs At Savoonga, Alaska.

527 Ghouls Near Savoonga, Alaska.

528 1936. [People on deck of a ship]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].
529  Scenes at St.[Saint] Lawrence Id. [Island]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

530  Native Women And Children Of Savoonga, Alaska. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

531  [Native child holding life ring that reads ‘Chelan U.S. Coast Guard’. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

532  [Men on deck]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

533  Natives of Savoonga, Alaska. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

534  Savoonga, Alaska.

535  Summer Afternoon Savoonga 1934. [St. Lawrence?].

536  1st Japanese Plane to London St [Saint] Lawrence Id [Island]. [caption seems to belong to photograph number 537 too]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

**Box 11 (continued)**

537  1st Japanese Plane to London St [Saint] Lawrence Id [Island]. [Caption seems to belong to photograph number 536 too]. Japanese Plane St [Saint] Lawrence Id. [Island]. 1934.

Page 78  Nome Fire [Written on album page. Seems to refer to pictures 550 to 560].

538  Siberian guards leaving ship. 1938. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

539  Nome, Waterman. Pioneer Drug Co. Winter fresh water delivery, hauled from Snake River 1.1/2 Mile from Mouth of River. 1934. [This is a postcard].
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First heavy snow Nome. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].


Summer home Gambel. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

King Id [Island] Village, Nome. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

[Street shot].

[Street shot]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

1934. [People on the shore].

1934. [People on the shore].

**Box 11 (continued)**

Alec at King Id [Island] Village, Nome 1934. [This is the caption in the album page, below the photograph]. King Id. [Island] Village Nome 1925 [or 1935/]. [This is the caption on the back of the photograph].

St [Saint] Lawrence Bay. 1934.

[Street shot].

[Ruins]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

[Ruins]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].
[Ruins].

[Ruins].

[Ruins].

[Ruins].

[Man looking at ruins]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

Nome Fire. [Then on the back of the photograph] View of Nome from the air, looking North from Sea. To locate Nome. 1934. After Fire. [There is also a list of symbols followed by the names of different buildings. These symbols seem to be the same as the ones handwritten with ink on the front of the photograph].

1936 [Written on album page]. Northland 1937 [Written on album page, half hidden by Photograph # 565. May have belonged to a previous photograph]. International date line [?]. [Written on album page, hidden under photograph # 566. Doesn’t seem to belong to this Photograph].

Box 11 (continued)

Northland before masts were stumped [?]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

International Dataline. 1934.

Diomedes . [The photograph in this space is missing].

St Michaels. [Native woman ice-fishing].

St. Michaels. [Native woman with children].

St. Michaels Barabarra.
567 Nome cg [Coast Guard] station boat.

Page 80 1936 [Written on album page].

568 Teller, Alaska. [Shows the public school).

569 The nurse (Angel of Teller) and daughters. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

570 C.P.M. ashore working with native nurse. Angel of [mercy?]. [Teller nurse?].

571 Missionary at Teller.

572 Grave at Wales [?]. Teller.

573 Ryans’ Garden. Unalakleet, Alaska. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

574 Drying seal lion (Oogruk) skins at Unalakleet. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

575 Scene at Unalakleet, Alaska.

**Box 11 (continued)**

576 St. Michaels.

577 St Michaels. Army Barracks, St Michael, Alaska. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

578 At St Michael. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

579 Yukon River Boats at St Michael.

1936  [Written on album page].


582  Teller. [Men around a sled, and dogs].

583  Graveyard Stebbins.

584  Stebbins.

585  [Graveyard].

586  Stebbins.

587  King Id [Island] [unreadable word] K.T.

588  Northland skin boat. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

589  Father LaFortune. King Id [Island]. [This is a postcard]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

590  Scene at Little Diomede, Alaska.

**Box 11 (continued)**


592  View of Big Diomede Island from Little Diomede.

593  American Diomede [This caption belongs to photograph # 594 too]. Little Diomede.

594  American Diomede [This caption belongs to photograph # 593 too].

Page 82

595  Cape Prince of Wales, Alaska.
Graveyard at Wales, Alaska. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

Wales.

Drying Oogruk Skins at Cape Prince of Wales.

School house at Kotzebue, Alaska. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

Friends Church – Kotzebue, Alaska. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

Fish drying racks at Kotzevue, Alaska. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

Fox farm Shismareff.

Shismaref.

Shismaref native store. Wales.

Kivalino [written next to the photograph]. Kivalik [Written on the back of the photograph].

Box 11 (continued)

Deering.

Deering.

[Only one photograph on it].

My last sea command afloat. Cutter Spencer. Cordova Station Arctic Cruise. While at Pt Barrow received order to proceed to Argentina via Panama Canal and the assignment to the North Atlantic neutrality Patrol 1939-1940. At Juneau 1939. [Photograph is oversized. It can be found in Box 13 located in PCA Oversize-PCA 412].
Page 84  

1946 [Written on album page].


610  White Pass and Yukon R.R. [Railroad]. [Photograph could not be removed from page Find in box # 13].

611  Lake Benett. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

Page 85  

Cruise of 1937. [Written on album page].

612  Pt [Point] Hope. 1937.

613  Pt [Point] Hope. Father Hubbard. [the man stands next to sign that reads] ATTUNGOWRUK is buried here. He was the last chief of the Tigara tribe of Eskimos. 1849-1889. [This is a postcard].

614  Amilik and family on board Northland.

615  Pt [Point] Hope [Native person leaning against traditional building].

616  Native Hut. Father Hubbard accompanying Inspection party. Pt [Point] hope. This is a postcard.

Box 11 (continued)

617  [Landscape].

618  Scenes at Point Hope.


620  Return tryp. 1937 Wainwright [Written on album page]. Nuokan – East Cape, Siberia [Written on photograph]. [Disagreement between captions and size of picture suggest that the picture may not belong to the spot where it was found].

621  Wainwright.
622  Wainwright.

623  [Wainwright].

624  [the photograph in this spot was missing from album].

Page 86  1936 [Written on album page].

625  Scenes on Northland [This is a postcard].

626  Carloon [?] Knopp, Sarratt [These words seem to be the names of three of the men in the photograph]. [This is a postcard].

627  Doctor [This is a postcard].

628  [A ship that seems to be “grounded” on ice, and men working around it]. [This is a postcard].

629  Seedlings furnished by the U. of Wash. Planted in Unalaska, St [Saint] Paul, Nicholski, Dutch Harbor [This is a postcard].

630  George helping to plant seedlings. [This is a postcard].

631  [Man planting seedlings]. [This is a postcard].

**Box 11 (continued)**

632  Unalaska. [This is a postcard].

633  Dutch Harbor. [This caption may belong to photograph # 634 too]. [This is a postcard].

634  Dutch Harbor. [This caption may belong to photograph # 633 too]. [This is a postcard].

635  Japanese Crab Fishermen. Bering Sea. Photographing Unit: REDWING. Vessel: KOSEI MARU. Sighted: 10 August, 1940. [The year 1940 is crossed with pencil, and next to it there is a # 39 written in pencil too]. Location: Lat. 58⁰ - 38′ N; Long. 168⁰ - 02′ W.
Steam Whaler in Akutan. Whales [unreadable word] 1936/7 [It seems that originally it was written 1936, and later a 7 was written over the 6]. Unalaska Id [Island].
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Father Hubbard, Dr [unreadable word] Vm. Albers at diggings on Unalaska Id [Island].

Father Hubbard Pack dog, 1936 [There is a #7 written on top of the #6].

Alaska cotton. Unalaska. 1936 [There is a #7 written on top of the #6].

Natives alongside ship. Unalaska, 1937.


Dog in cotton flower patch. Unalaska. 1936 [There is a #7 written on top of the #6].

Father Hubbard’s sled dog. Wolf. 1936 [There is a #7 written on top of the #6].

Box 11 (continued)


Father Hubbard party.
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648 1937. Nulato. [Native schoolchildren].

649 Natives of Lower Yukon. Nulato.


651 1936. St. [Saint] Paul. 1936. [There is a #7 written on top of the #6].
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652 Dog Kennel. A dog’s life in Nulato [The word “Nulato” is crossed and next to it there it is written] St. [Saint] Michael. 1937.

653 Reindeer Mary. 1937. [Native woman ice fishing].

654 1936 [There is a #7 written on top of the #6]. Government property. Return to commandant, U.S. coast Guard, Washington D.C. [Seal rookery].

655 Fur seal. Pribilof Id. [Island]. Bogoslof. Credit Alaska Steamship Co.

656 Bogoslof Id. [Island].

**Box 11 (continued)**
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658 Sea lions. Bogoslof. 1937. Northland [this word has been crossed]. F.A. Zeusler.

659 Nash Hb [Harbor]. [This is a postcard].

660 Nash Harbor
661  KIGIKTUK (Mary Muktoyuk), ITIGU KITUK (Mary Galley), ANAOK AZUK (Theresa Penetalk), UTAMUNNA (Uraula Eleanna). Nome Natives. Nome. 1937.

662  Father La Fortune. King Id. [Island] village, Nome. 1937.
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663  Taking on Fresh Water at Golofnin Bay.

664  Northland taking on fresh water at Golofnin Bay. Taking on water from shore.


666  [Vegetation and debris].

667  [Men on deck of a ship].

668  Water Samples. Oceanographic activities.

669  Oceanography.

670  Oceanographic station.

671  Water sample.

**Box 11 (continued)**

672  M. S. Stranger. Captain Fred Lewis.

673  Men from Northland with Hospital Staff at St [Saint] Lawrence Bay, Siberia. Siberian Hospital. 1937.

674  Chuckchees

675  Siberian Eskimo. 1936. [There is a #7 written on top of the #6].

677 Chuckchee Boy on board Northland. 1937. [Siberia?].

678 Chuckchee house in Siberia. 1937.

679 Russian House at Ugelen, Siberia. 1937.

680 Drilling school children at Ugelen, Siberia.

681 Schoolhouse at Ugelen, Siberia.

Page 93 1937 [Written on album page].

682 Ugelen [?].

683 Playing Ball with Reds.

684 Scenes in Siberia.

685 Villagers meeting our boat.

686 Nurses at Hospital.

**Box 11 (continued)**

687 Street in Ugelen. Ugelen looking N. [North].

688 Eskimo women of Nuokan, Siberia.

689 Nuokan, East Cape, Siberia. Northland at anchor off Nuokan.

690 Eskimo Hut ~ Nuokan, Siberia, 1937.

691 East Cape Village, Lower side.

692 [Photograph missing in this spot].

694  School House St. [Saint] Lawrence Bay, Siberia.

695  New Red Leader posing with villagers.

Page 94  1937 [Written on album page].


698  1937. Sokar [?].


700  Natives of Savoonga, Alaska. St. [Saint] Lawrence Id. [Island]. Garbel. 1937.

701  Scenes on St. [Saint] Lawrence Id. [Island]. 1937.

702  Savoonga.

**Box 11 (continued)**

703  Native dance. Savoonga.

704  Native children, Elim, Alaska.

705  Deer at Elim. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Find in box # 13].

706  Elim. 1937.

707  Elim.
Shaktolik scenes. [Written on album page. Seems to refer to photographs # 709, 710 and 711].
Scenes at St. [Saint] Michael. [Written on album page. Seems to refer to photographs # 712 to 719].


709 Natives of Shaktolik, Alaska. Shaktolik scenes.

710 Eskimo Woman Preparing Breakfast. Shaktolik, Alaska.

711 Drying Hair Seal Skins. Shaktolik, Alaska.


713 Unalahleet [?]. 1937. Stm [Saint Michael].

714 St [Saint] Michael.


716 Old block House. StM [Saint Michael?]. 1937.

717 St. [Saint] Michael scenes.

718 St. [Saint] Michael. 1935. [There is a number 7 written on top of the number 5].

Box 11 (continued)


Scenes at St. [Saint] Michael.

Salmon trap. St mc [Saint Michael?]. 1937.


Native Family at St. Michaels.
724  Seal Hunt. SANONANGA (Aloysims [?] Ayak). King Id. [Island]. Kamogina (Romeo Kateyac). Permission to reproduce this photograph is granted on condition that the credit line is printed with reproduction: “Taken by Father Hubbard on Agfa Film”.

725  Walrus Hunt. Father Hubbard. KUNNUK. TIULANNA (Paul). TATAYUNNA. 1936 [there is a number 7 written on top of the number 6].
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728  Teller herd of reindeer. 1937.


730  Teller. 1937.

731  Scenes at Tin City. Tin City, Alaska.

732  Scenes of Rich tin ore. Scene at tin City, Alaska.

733  Tin city.

**Box 11 (continued)**

734  Tin City, Alaska.

735  Northland in Ice.

736  Diomede Family

737  View of Big Diomede Island from Little Diomede. Diomede 1937 [the last part of the caption was hidden under the photograph].

738  Wales native. Wales. 1937.
739  Cape Prince of Wales. Father Hubbard on inspection. 1937.

740  Wales.

741  Wales Natives. 1937.

742  Wales Natives. 1937.

743  Wales. 1937.

744  Wales. 1937.

745  Cape Prince of Wales, Alaska. 1937.

746  Graveyard At Wales, Alaska. 1937.
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747  Ketzebue.

748  Unalahleet [this word has been crossed]. Ketzebue. 1937.


750  Ketzebue. 1937.

Box 11 (continued)

751  Ketzebue. 1937. [There is another caption that was hidden under the photograph, and doesn’t seem to belong to this photograph. The caption reads:] Pt [Point] Hope, 1937.


753  Teacher [?]. Pt [Point] Hope.

754  1937. PH [Point Hope].
755  Teacher [?]. 1937.


Point Hope Scenes. 1937. [Written on album page].

758  Pt [Point] hope hot House.

759  PH [Point Hope]. 1937. [Native women].

760  [Native woman].

761  Natives and visitors at Point Hope, Alaska. 1937.

762  Natives of Point Hope, Alaska. 1937.

763  Natives going to church, 1 ½ miles distan. [miles distance]. Pt Hp 37 [Point Hope 1937].

764  Pt Hp [Point Hope] 1937. [Native child].

765  Cemetery, Point Hope. 1937.

766  PH [Point Hope]. 1937. [Man in enclosure made of whale bones].

Box 11 (continued)

767  Pt [Point] Hope 37 [1937].


Pt [Point] Hope scenes. [Written on album page].

769  [Sod house].

770  Sod house at Point Hope, Alaska. 1937.

771  [Village].
772  [Sod houses].
773  Sod House at Point Hope, Alaska. 1937.
774  [Sod house].
775  [Native woman exiting a house].
776  Beach washing away at Pt [Point] Hope. 1937.
777  Tigara ht. [hut]. [This is a postcard].
779  White whale, PH [Point Hope]. 1937.
780  Drying equipment. PtH [Point Hope]. 1937.
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781  PH [Point Hope]. 1937.
782  Pt [Point] Hope, 37 [1937]. [This is a postcard].
783  White Whale. 1937. PH [Point Hope].

**Box 11 (continued)**
784  White whale. PH [Point Hope]. 1937.
785  PH [Point Hope]. 1937. [Walrus hunt].
786  Reindeer Herd Pt. [Point] Hope.
787  Pt [Point] Hope.
789  [Sea with ice and a ship]. [This is a postcard].

790  Our crew. [This is a postcard].

791  Russian Ice breaker Kurosin [?]. Krassin [?]. 1937. Barrow. This is a postcard.

792  1937. Wainwright.

Page 103  1937. [Written on album page].

793  Wainwright.

794  Wainwright. 1937.

795  Sea Saw.

796  Sports at Wainwright. 1937.


798  Jim Allen, Father Hubbard.

799  Wainwright. 1937.

800  Wainwright. 1937.

Box 11 (continued)

801  Wainwright 37 [1937]. [The photograph in this spot is missing].

802  Barrow 1937. [The photograph in this spot is missing].

803  [The photograph in this spot is missing].

804  Father Hubbard, Charlie Brower. [The photograph in this spot is missing].

805  Joe Crumrine Mollie at Pt [Point] Barrow. 1937.

807  1938. Father Hubbard. Father Hubbard uses Ansco Film and Paper exclusively.

808  Nurse Keaton.

809  Teachers at Wainwright.


Page 105  1938. [Written on album page].

811  Father Tom Cunningham [This is a postcard].

812  Father Hubbard.

813  Father Murphy at Cordova.

814  Petterson and wife at Point Lay.

815  Nurse Keaton. 1937.

816  Jo and mother (Crumrine).

817  Hobson Pt. [Point] Barrow.

**Box 11 (continued)**

818  Jim Allen.

819  George. Dimartino.


821  [Portrait of a man.]

822  Comd. [Commandant?] Murray, Shield, Crumrines.
823 Senator Reynolds of N. D. on Chelan. 1932.
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825 Silver Fox at Barrow. [This is a postcard].

826 Doctor en route to Ketzebue.

827 St [Saint] Lawrence Id. [Island].

828 Teachers. Father Hubbard.

829 Senator Reynolds, Vice President Garner. Senator Reynolds made the arctic cruise. I gathered some old ivory and made a gavel which the senator presented to the V.P. [Vice President]. 1937.

830 King Id. [Island] natives. 1937.

831 Lutheran mission [unreadable word] Larsen at Unalakleet. He had the most beautiful [unreadable word] in the Artic.

832 Chief of King Id [Island].

833 Ar Levine at Pt [Point] Barrow [?].

**Box 11 (continued)**

Page 107 Savoonga Scenes. [Written on album page].

834 Savoonga.

835 Reindeer. [Drying meat].

836 Edith. Savoonga. Mary.

837 Savoonga.
Savoonga.

Savoonga.

Savoonga school.

Savoonga.

Illie at Savoonga. 1938.

Savoonga. Gambell [?].

Chuchee House. 1938.

New Homes. Gambell.

Gambell school.

Gambell.

Gambell.

[There is a photograph missing here].

Gambell nat. [natives?].

**Box 11 (continued)**

Unalakleet.

Unalakleet Post Office.

Unalakleet.

Unalakleet.

Unalakleet. 1938.
Tonsil inspection.

Dentist at work.

[Dentist at work].

[Dentist at work].

[Dentist at work].

[Dentist at work].

Unalakleet.

Unalakleet.

Unalakleet.

Unalakleet.

Unalakleet.

Unalakleet.

Unalakleet.

Box 11 (continued)

Drying salmon for dog food. Elim.


Elim.

Elim.

Elim.
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874  Elim.

875  1938.

876  Elim.

877  Elim.

878  Tin City.

879  Tin City.

880  Tin City.

881  Tin City.

882  Teller.

883  Teller.

884  Teller.

885  Public School. Teller.

886  Teller. 1938.

**Box 11 (continued)**

887  Teller natives.

888  Cape Fox. Wales.

889  Wales.

890  Wales.

891  Scenes at Wales.
892  Wales School.

893  Wales.

894  Wales. [This is a postcard].

895  1934. Wales.

896  [Native women].

897  [Medical inspection].

898  Wales.

899  Wales. 1938.

900  Kivalina.

901  Kivalina.

902  Kivalina.

903  Kivalina.

904  Kivalina school.


**Box 11 (continued)**

906  Deering.

907  Deering.

908  Fishing. Deering.

909  Deering.
910 Deering. [Group of native women and children].

911 Deering. [Native woman with babies].

912 Deering.


914 Pt [Point] Hope. 1938. [This is a postcard]. [Ship sailing through ice].


917 S. Thomas Mission. Point Hope. Arctic Alaska. Eskimos enjoying the feast of Nel-i-gah-tuk- (tossing in the Hamlet [?]) at the close of the whaling season. 1936.

918 1938. Point Hope. [Group of natives turning a native boat upside down].

919 Pt [Point] Hope. 1938.

920 1938. [Native women].

921 1938. PH [Point Hope]. [Native family].

**Box 11 (continued)**

Page 114 Point Hope Belles. [Written on album page. Seems to refer to photographs 922 through 925].

922 [Native women].

923 [There is a photograph missing in that spot].

924 Point Hope.

925 Pt [Point] Hope.
926  Dance at Pt [Point] Hope.

927  [Dance at Point Hope].

928  Wales. 1938. [Native children].

929  Pt [Point] Hope mission.


932  Pt [Point] Hope Native House.

933  Father Hubbard Boat. Pt Hop [Point Hope].

934  PH [Point Hope] 1938.

935  Cemetery Pt [Point] Hope.

936  Pt Hp [Point Hope].

937  Father Hubbard boat.

938  Walrus hunt off Pt [Point] Hope.

939  Walrus Pt [Point] Hope.

**Box 11 (continued)**

940  Pt [Point] Hope. [Men around dead walrus].

941  [There is a photography missing here].

942  [Men on the beach].

943  [Men posing next to dead walrus].

945  [Fishing boat].
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946  Monument erected in memory Post and Rogers [Written on album page]. Barrow Beach [Written on back of photograph].

947  Walakpa Lagoon where plane crashed. WALAKPA LAGOON. 15 Mils [miles] South of Barrow. Showing Route of Plane and X marks place of crash, also tent of Eskimo’s who saw crash, and gave first alarm to Barrow. 1938. [This is a postcard].

948  Wiley Post Plane. Showing Post-Rodgers plane nosed over on back. Pontoon as marked had to be pried away so as to get post free. 1938. [This is a postcard].

949  Wainwright. Pt [Point] Lay old Hou [House?].

950  Pt [Point] Lay. [Two white men fixing glasses as native woman observes].

951  Wainwright. Pt [point] Lay School.


953  Natives. Wainwright.

Box 11 (continued)

954  Wainwright [?]. [Photograph may not belong to the spot where it was found].

955  Wainwright

956  Scenes at Wainwright.

957  Doctor [leaving?] Wainwright.
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958  Scenes at Wainwright.

959  Walrus hunting off Wainwright.

960  [Walrus hunt]. Waing [Wainright].

961  Walrus hunt.

962  After walrus hunt Wainwright.

963  Wainwright [natives carrying box].

964  Wainwright walrus.

965  Reindeer, Wainwright.

966  Waingh [Wainwright] 38 [1938].


968  Barrow. Chiefs Bear Skin. [This is a postcard].

969  Wainwright School.

Page 118.

970  Barrow radio.

**Box 11 (continued)**

971  Barrow school.

972  Barrow hou [house?].

973  Barrow hut.

974  Barrow scenes. 1938.

975  Barrow village.
976  Barrow.

977  Barrow.

978  Siberian scenes. 1938.

979  Chuchee House.

980  School house [unreadable words].


Page 119.

982  Natepelmer ~ St. [saint] Lawrence bay. Siberia. 1938.

983  Whales. 1938.

984  Hospital, Natepelmer, Siberia. 1938.

985  Eskimo women of Nuokan, Siberia. 1938.

986  Ice off Barrow. From: Public relations Division. U.S. Coast Guard.
Washington D.C. OFFICIAL COAST GUARD PHOTO. LONELY VIGILANCE IN THE FAR NORTH. On the deck of a Coast Guard cutter nosing through the ice floes of the far North Atlantic [The word “Atlantic” is crossed in pencil"], a Coast Guardsman stands his lonely watch. The hardy seamen. Who draw duty in the North, protect a vital sector of America’s defense. And they gaze for months on end at the beautiful, if monotonous, every-shifting pattern of ice. 1938.

Box 11 (continued)

987  King Id [Island] Village. 1935. [This photograph is missing].

Page 120.

988  Siberia. F.A.Z. [Frederick A. Zeusler], Myer the Interpreter.

989  Nurses, Hegelan [?] Hospital. Whales. 1938.
990 Chukchee Boys on board ship. Whales 1938.

991 Soviet army officers leaving ship. East Cape.

992 Ice off Bering Strait. Agfa.

993 King Id [Island]. Agfa.

994 King Island and Ice.

995 King Id [Island] midsummer. Easter End of King I [Island]. [This is a postcard].

996 [Seashore with ice].

997 Ice scenes King Id. [Island]. Agfa.

998 [Ice scenes King Island].

999 [Ice scenes King Island].
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1000 Pancake Ice. Agfa.

1001 Agfa. [Person and dog in icy landscape].

1002 Agfa. [Cliffs].

1003 Agfa. [Native men in cemetery].

1004 Scenes on King Id [Island]. Agfa.

1005 MAYAK. [Young woman carrying baby]. Agfa.

1006 ARIA VINUK. Agfa. [Woman hanging clothes to dry].

1007 homes on King Id. [Island]. YAMANNI. [young woman looking out through window]. [This is a postcard].

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA412.pdf
1008 TAGLUCK. [Native women and children]. [This is a postcard].

1009 King Id. [Island] Home. [Native woman and children]. [This is a postcard].

1010 Shoreline shows gangway. [This is a postcard].

Page 122 Inside of homes [Written on album page. Seems to refer to photographs # 1011 through 1015]. Homes on King Id. [Island] [Written on album page. Seems to refer to all the page].

1011 SUNONAGAZUK. [Native woman inside home].

Box 12

1012 MAYUK. [Native man and child inside of home]. Agfa.

1013 Mayuk. [Native man inside home]. Agfa.

1014 [Native woman cooking]. Agfa.

1015 VIYAGAZUK. [Native woman sewing traditional garment]. Agfa.

1016 Typical home. [This is a postcard].

1017 [Typical homes].

1018 [View of village from higher up]. [Photograph could not be removed from page. Still on album. Find in box # 13].

Box 12 (continued)

1019 KALOWILIT. Old times hut.

1020 Typical home. [This is a postcard].

1021 Agfa. [Traditional home].

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA412.pdf
1022 School House.

Page 123

1023 Church KT [King Island?]. [This is a postcard].

1024 FR [Father] LAFORTUNE. [Church].

1025 Home of Father La Fortune. Catholic church KI [King Island]. [This is a postcard].

1026 ATATAZURUKU’S house. Agfa.

1027 House.

1028 ILIGUTAK, INGUK, KOAKLUK. [Native children on top of roof]. Agfa. Northland [?] King Id [Island] Hos [house?].

1029 Statue of Christ the King on the highest Pt [point] of King Id [Island] erected by Father Hubbar. Agfa.

1030 [Statue of Christ on elevated point].

1031 [People on board ship]. Agfa.

1032 [There is a photograph missing here].

1033 King Island freight.

1034 KI [King Island] nat [natives?].

1035 Unloading supplies at King Id [Island]. King Id [Island] supplies on board.
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1036 King Island and equipment on Northland.

Box 12 (continued)
1037 [People on board ship].

1038 King Islanders [on Northland]. 1938.

1039 [Native children on board ship].

1040 King Islanders Leaving Northland.

1041 ELANNA’s boat.

1042 King Island Natives Leaving Northland For Nome.

1043 [Group of native people around nun].

1044 On board of Northland. [Child and puppy]. [This is a postcard].

1045 On a trip to Nome on board Northland. Asleep on Northland. [This is a postcard].

1046 K [King] Islander [unreadable word] kit. Nativ [native] goes to Nome via Northland. [This is a postcard].

1047 [Native woman and child].

Page 125.

1048 SANGMAGUNNA. Agfa. [Natives in tent].

1049 [Natives under upside down boat].

1050 Freighter off King Id [Island]. Landing supplies. [This is a postcard].

1051 “TRADER”. [This is a postcard].

1052 [Unreadable words] boat landing supplies.

1053 Agfa. [Boats on shore].

1054 [Unreadable word] beach landing. [This is a postcard].

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA412.pdf
1055  Beach Landing KI [King Island]. [This is a postcard].

1056  Beach Landing KI [King Island]. [This is a postcard].

**Box 12 (continued)**

1057  Flensig whale. [This is a postcard].

1058  Agfa. [People on the beach].

1059  PATUNGNUK, C. MAYAK, IGNATIUS ALIK, KEN. [Men on boat].
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1060  Coast guard landing supplies. [This is a postcard].

1061  Beach Landing KI [King Island]. [This is a postcard].

1062  Agfa. [Native man building boat].

1063  Agfa. [Native man building boat].

1064  MUKTOYUK. Agfa. [Native man building boat].

1065  Agfa. [Detail of binding].

1066  Agfa. [Native men building boat].

1067  Agfa. [Native men building boat].

1068  PATUUNGNAK. Boat building no nails, all thongs. Agfa.

1069  FRANKAYIK. Boat building no nails, all thongs. Agfa.

1070  ATANGANNA. [This name is written directly on top of the man sitting on the boat]. [this is a postcard].

1071  [Boats under construction]. [This is a postcard].

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA412.pdf
Page 127  Boat building. [Written on album page].

1072  [Native men building boat]. Agfa.

1073  [Native men building boat]. Agfa.

1074  [There is a photograph missing in this spot].

1075  AOLORANNA, AZILA, ATLUK. Agfa. [Native men building boat].

Box 12 (continued)

1076  Agfa. [Native men building boat].

1077  Agfa. [Native men building boat].

1078  MAYAK. [Native men building boat]. Agfa.

1079  [Native men building boat]. [This is a postcard].

1080  Building [unreadable word] boat. [This is a postcard].

1081  KATUNGA ZUK, PATUNGNAK. Agfa. [Native men building boat].

1082  MUKTOYUK. Agfa. [Native men building boat].

1083  Agfa. [Detail of traditional boat].
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1084  Building boat. Agfa.

1085  NURESAC. Sewing walrus hides for boats. Agfa.

1086  Walrus [unreadable word]. [Men handling cured hides]. [This is a postcard].

1087  FRANK AYIK. [Native men building boat].
1088  KATUNGAZUK. [Native men building boat].

1089  AOLORANNA. Agfa. [Person working on hide].

1090  Agfa. [Woman skinning walrus].

1091  SUNGAGLUAK. Agfa. [Woman working on walrus hide].

1092  1936  KI [King Island]. Preparing hide.

1093  MARY PENETAK. Agfa. [Native woman sewing].

1094  Preparing walrus hides. Agfa.

1095  Making Hide Thongs. ULVUNNA. Thongs made of walrus hide. [This is a postcard].

Box 12 (continued)

Page 129

1096  Agfa. [Winter landscape].

1097  [Men and dogs in winter landscape]. Agfa.

1098  SIRLOAK. [Native man and dog with dead seal].

1099  Agfa. [Native man and dog with dead seal].

1100  Agfa. AOLORANNA. [Native man with dead seal].

1101  Seal and Walrus hunting. Agfa.

1102  MUKTOYAK, PATUNUGNAK, TIULANNA. Agfa. [Seal and walrus hunting].

1103  TOKUNAK (Margaret Seegunna). [Native woman carrying pack].

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA412.pdf
1104  AOLORANNA. [Native man working with hides].

1105  Agfa. [Men carrying animal hide].

1106  Agfa. # 3 KOEZUNA, TUGLAMINA, KAMORINA, ATSUNA. [Native children holding polar bear skin].

1107  AOLORANNA. Agfa. [Native man carrying oars and other gear].

1108  AITSENNA, AGASUK. [Native people in winter gear].
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1109  [Walrus hunt].

1110  Butchering Walrus. [This is a postcard].

1111  [Walrus hunt]. [This is a postcard].

1112  ARIAVINUK, INGUK Margaret Penetac. Agfa. [Walrus hunt].

1113  Seal Hunt 1 mile of Id [Island]. [This is a postcard].

Box 12 (continued)

1114  “RED”, AYIK, TATAYUNNA, FR [Father] HUBBARD. Walrus hunt. Butchering. [This is a postcard].

1115  [Walrus hunt]. Agfa.

1116  KOYUK, ELANNA. [The photograph in this spot was missing].

1117  KING’ MI YUTE [Landscape]. KI [King Island]. [This is a postcard].

1118  Top of King Id [Island]. 1st odd selection. [This is a postcard].

1119  [Top of King Island]. [This is a postcard].

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA412.pdf
1120  Pinnacles king I [Island]. . [This is a postcard].
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1121  Pinnacles KI [King Island]. . [This is a postcard].

1122  Agfa. Pinnacles on top of King Id [Island].

1123  Agfa. [Native men in cemetery].

1124  Agfa. [Cliffs].

1125  Egg hunting. . [This is a postcard].

1126  TINGMEAK. Egg hunt. . [This is a postcard].

1127  Gathering Eggs. Agfa.

1128  Egg hunting. . [This is a postcard].

1129  ANNAIUK IGNATIUS. [Gathering eggs]. . [This is a postcard].

1130  Hunting Egg. . [This is a postcard].

1131  Gathering Eggs. . [This is a postcard].

1132  AMMAZUK. Agfa. [Gathering eggs].

Page 132  Crabs. [written on album page].

Box 12 (continued)

1133  KUSHVOK. Agfa. [Native child with king crab].

1134  Agfa. [Native child pointing at king crab].

1135  ANGNAIYUK. Agfa. [Native woman with king crab].

1136  Agfa. [Children collecting king crab].
1137  Agfa. [Dog with king crab]. Husky [?].

1138  ANKANA, YAMMANI, ANGNOYUK. Agfa. [Native girls holding king crabs].

1139  Agfa. [Native children holding king crab].

1140  NURESAK. Agfa. [Native woman ice fishing].

1141  AILUK. Agfa. [Native man ice fishing].

1142  Agfa. [Fish caught from under the ice].

1143  TATAYUNNA. Agfa. [Native man with fish].
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1144  Agfa. [Fishing instrument].

1145  Fishing thru ice. Agfa.

1146  Agfa. [Native person ice fishing].

1147  [Fish next to fishing hole in the ice].

1148  Simon Kigiktuk. Agfa. [Native child holding fish].

1149  OWASUK. Agfa. [Native woman with fish hanging from fishing pole].

1150  KATTUK. Agfa. [Native man holding bunch of fish].

1151  NUYAGUK, AISUNNA. [Group of men sitting around ivory tusks]. [This is a postcard].

1152  Gathering Ivory. KATUNGAZUK. Agfa.

Box 12 (continued)
1153 MAYAK, AOLORANNA. [Native men holding tusks]. 1936 KI [King Island]. . [This is a postcard].

1154 AOLORANNA. [Man working on ivory tusk]. . [This is a postcard].

Page 134 King Id [Island]. [Written on album page].

1155 Agfa. [Man carving ivory].

1156 MUZZIENNA. Carving. Agfa.

1157 Drilling. AGILINA. Agfa.

1158 KATEXAC, MAYAK, ELANNA. Agfa.

1159 Carving. . [This is a postcard].

1160 MISSENNA. [The photograph in this spot was missing from album page].

1161 1936 KI [King Island].

1162 KUNNUK, AGILINA, PUSSUK. Agfa. [Native men inside house].

1163 NURESAK. Sawing.

1164 MUKTOYUK. AOLORANNA. Agfa. [Native men handling figurines].

1165 AGILINA, PUSSUK. Agfa. [Native men carving ivory].
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1166 Kyaks. Agfa.

1167 Agfa. [Detail of kayak and harpoon].

1168 King Id [King Island] activities. Completed King I [Island] Ivory. . [This is a postcard].

1169 King Id [Island] carving. . [This is a postcard].
1170 Kyaks. Agfa.

**Box 12 (continued)**

1171 Agfa. [Native man working on kayak].

1172 Agfa. [Detail of kayak and other gear].

1173 Agfa. [Kayaks ready with gear].

1174 Agfa. [People and sledge at the base of a rock crevice].

1175 KITEKOK. King Id [Island] cold storage.

1176 INOKTUYOK. Agfa. [Native woman with baby].
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1177 Preparing walrus meat. [This is a postcard].

1178 Cutting up walrus meat. [This is a postcard].

1179 [Cutting up walrus meat]. [This is a postcard].

1180 Preparing gum[?].[This is a postcard].

1181 UTIGSUAK. AISENNA, ILIGUTAK. [women sitting]. [This is a postcard].

1182 INOKTUYOK. Cathy inuluk [Native woman cutting meat]. [This is a postcard].

1183 KATTAK. [Native woman gathering flowers].

1184 Agfa. [Native woman gathering flowers].

1185 [Native woman gathering flowers]. [This is a postcard].

1186 Agfa. [Woman gathering flowers].
1187  Father La Fortune. Agfa.

1188  SUNAGAZUK. [Native woman gathering flowers]. [This is a postcard].

1189  Pickin grum for sowing [?].[This is a postcard].
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**Box 12 (continued)**

1190  Walrus [unreadable words]. [This is a postcard].

1191  Wainwright 1936. [Puppy].

1192  UYURALUK. Agfa. [Native girl with puppy].

1193  Baby seal. Agfa.

1194  Walrus stomach. [This is a postcard].

1195  PANUGZHUK. Agfa. [Native girl with two baby seals].

1196  [Dogs].

1197  Annual life & Blubber. Blubber. Ready for walrus and seal hunt. [This is a postcard].

1198  ANGNATUK. Agfa. [Native girl holding baby seal].

1199  Agfa. Mukluk [?]. [Native woman].

1200  Mahya Mukluk. [Native woman]. [This is a postcard].

Page 138  1938. [Written on album page].

1201  Ashore at St [Saint] Lawrence Id [Island]. 3418. From: Public Relations Division U.S COAST GUARD PHOTO. GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY. Candy speaks a universal language when kids are crying. Here Coast
Guardsman Theodore Paul, machinist mate, offers a sweet to an Eskimo child on a visit to a native shanty in the Far North. Coast Guardsman Paul, serving on a combat cutter in the Artic waters, lives at 49 winter Street, Buffalo, New York.

1202 [The photograph in this spot is missing].

Page 139 1938 [Written on album page].

1203 King Id [Island] ice. King Id [Island] before ice break 1938

1204 Christ the King. King Id [Island]. 1939. [Written on album page].
BARBARA KUKULUIK. 1937. [Written on the back of the photograph].

Page 140 King Id [Island] Natives. [Written on album page].

Box 12 (continued)

1205 ATAGUNNA. [Native people inside house].

1206 UGITKUNA, KITULOTUK. Agfa. [Native children].

1207 Agfa. [Native children posing as football team].

1208 Agfa. [Group of people in winter landscape].

1209 TAXAC, ANNARAK, ARESAG, TIULANNA, ALIK, TINGMEAK, AILUK. [Group of children and adults with boxing gloves and other sports gear].

1210 Agfa. [Small children playing].

1211 Agfa. [Small children boxing].

1212 [Father Hubbard typing with a bay seal in his lap, and people looking]. [This is a postcard].

1213 Agfa. OXOANA playing [at a gathering].
1214 PATUNGNAIL. Agfa. [Gathering].
1215 ELANNA. [Native man serving food at gathering].
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1216 Agfa. [Native gathering].
1217 KUNNUK, ANGNAZUNAL. Agfa. [Native gathering].
1218 Agfa. [Native gathering].
1219 [Native girls rope jumping].
1220 [Native gathering with women dancing].
1221 Agfa. [Native gathering with women dancing].
1222 Agfa. [Native gathering with traditional dancing and drumming].
1223 Kashim activities King Id [Island]. Pullock. Agfa.

Box 12 (continued)

1224 AMMAZUK, KUUISELUK, ALIK, TIULANNA. Egg hunting. [This is a postcard].
1225 Agfa. [Native men playing cards].
1226 Agfa. [Native men wearing traditional costumes and dancing].
1227 AOLORANNA. [Man dancing surrounded by native men playing traditional instruments].
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1228 PANUGZUK, YAYUK. [Native girls].
1229 [Native children with a dog].
1230  [Native woman and children].

1231  [Native girl with baby].

1232  King Id [Island]. AAPAK. Agfa. [Native child].

1233  AMELKRONA. St [Saint] Lawrence I. [Island]. [Native girl with baby].

1234  ILIGUTAK. Agfa. [Native girl].

1235  PANUGZHUK. Agfa. [Native girl].

1236  SINGUK, INGUK, UIYARALUK. Agfa. [Native girls with babies and dog].

1237  Agfa. [Group of native children].

1238  Native women and children, King Island, Alaska.
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1239  [Native children]. [This is a postcard].

1240  School platform. [This is a postcard].

1241  Native child. [This is a postcard].

1242  SUKRAK, FARLUK, ANOAKAIUK. Agfa. [Native women and children].

**Box 12 (continued)**

1243  ANGNOYUK. [Native girl with baby]. [This is a postcard].

1244  SINGNUK, YAMMANI, ANGNOYUK, NIVAIUK. Natives of King Id. [Island]. [This is a postcard].

1245  TOAREAK. [Native children].
1246 NIVAILUK. [Girl with baby]. [This is a postcard].

1247 KUYUK. Native Life. [This is a postcard].

1248 SANGMAGANNA. [Native man working]. [This is a postcard].

1249 Agfa. [Native child]. [This is a postcard].

Page 144 King Id. [Island] natives. [Written on album page].

1250 INGUK. Agfa.[Native child].

1251 [Native children]. [This is a postcard].

1252 [Native child].

1253 Agfa. [Native child].

1254 [Native child].

1255 [Native baby]

1256 [Native girl].

1257 ALURUK. Agfa. [Native child].

1258 Agfa. [Native child].


1260 Agfa. [native woman with baby].

1261 Native children. [This is a postcard].

1262 [Native girls]. [This is a postcard].

**Box 12 (continued)**
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1263 1936 KI [King Island]. [Close shot of native person].
1264 1936 KI [King Island]. [Two native men].
1265 SANGMAGUNNA. [Native man]. [This is a postcard].
1266 MIZENNA. Agfa. [Close shot of native man].
1267 TATTAYUNNA. [Native man]. [This is a postcard].
1268 Love daddy. [Close shot of a native man]. [This is a postcard].
1269 ATLUK. Agfa.
1270 [Close shot of a native man].
1271 ELANNA.
1272 AOLORANNA
1273 AILUK. Agfa. [Close shot of native man].
1274 SANGMAGUNNA. Agfa. [Close shot of native man].

Page 146 Natives of King Id. [Island]. [Written on album page].
1275 ANGNAIYUK. [Close shot of native woman].
1276 AISENNA. KI [King Island]. 1936. [This is a postcard].
1277 ATLUK. ANGNAIYUK. [Native man and woman in winter dress]. [This is a postcard].
1278 IAARLUK. ANAOKAZUK. Agfa. [Two native women in winter clothes].
1279 ANAOKAZUK. Agfa [Close shot of native woman].
1280 OWASUK. Agfa. [Close shot of native woman].
1281 SUKRAK. Agfa. [Close shot of native woman].
Box 12 (continued)

1282  Agfa. [close shot of native woman]

1283  AISENNA. Agfa. [Close shot of native woman].

1284  SUNGAGLUAUK. Agfa. [Native woman].

1285  UIYARAGZUK. Agfa. [close shot of native woman].

1286  KUVISUK. Agfa. [Close shot of native woman].

PAGE 147  Natives of King Id. [Island]. [Written on album page].

1287  KUVIZUK, AYOKUK. [Two native women with a baby].

1288  TOKUNAK. Agfa. [Native woman].

1289  Agfa. [Three native women].

1290  [Close shot of native girl].

1291  [Native woman with two children].

1292  KUVISUK. Agfa. [Native woman with two babies].

1293  TAAGLUK. Agfa. [Native woman with children].

1294  NIVAYUK. [Native woman sewing]. [Photograph could not be removed from album page. Find in box # 13].

1295  ULUROK. Agfa. [Native woman surrounded by children].

1296  SABRANA. Agfa. [Native woman with two children].

1297  Agfa. [Native woman with baby].

Page 148  King Id. [Island] natives. [Written on album page].

1298  ANAOKAZUK. Agfa. [Native woman with two children].

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA412.pdf
1299  ANAOKAZUK. Agfa. [Native woman with two children].

1300  ARIAVINAC. [Native woman with baby].

**Box 12 (continued)**

1301  King Id. [Island] 1938. Agfa. [Couple with child]. [Photograph could not be removed from album. Find in box # 13].

1302  INOKTUYOK. MAYAK. Agfa. [Native couple with baby].

1303  IYUKUK, ATANGANNA. Agfa. An Eskimo family. A Father Hubbard picture which he gave to Commander Zeusler of the Coast Guard to use as he saw fit. Given by Com. [Commander] Zeusler to Nate Aidubald [?]. 4422-42 Aiz S.W. Seattle.

1304  IYUKUK. Agfa. [Native woman with baby].


1307  King Id [Island] 1938. King Id [Island] natives. TIGIYUK. [This is a postcard].
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1309  Waingh [Waingright] 1939. [Bitch with litter].

1310  Dutch Hb [Harbor] & Unalaska 1939.

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA412.pdf
1311  St. [Saint] Lawrence Id [Island] 1939. [Written on album page on top of photograph]. 1937 King I [Island]. [Written on back of photograph].

1312  Savoonga, Alaska. 1939. [It appears that the year written was originally 1937 and then somebody wrote a 9 on top of the 7].

1313  1936 [?]. [Two native women with facial decorations, and a baby].

1314  1939. [Group of native women with babies].

1315  1937 St [Saint] Lay [?]. [Two native women].
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**Box 12 (continued)**

1316  1939. [Native women with child].

1317  Natives of Savoonga, Alaska. 1937 [?].

1318  Cambell, St. [Saint] Lawrence. D+D. 0939.

1319  KUNNUK, PANEGZUK, SUNGNIK, NIVAILUK, ILIGUTAK. St Law [Saint Lawrence] 1939.

1320  St Law [Saint Lawrence] 1939.

1321  Witness Magnoan [?]. Wedding St Law [Saint Lawrence]. 1939.

1322  1939 Savoon [Savoonga]. Wedding.

1323  Wedding party at Savoonga. 3 couples married by F.A.Z [Frederick A. Zeusler] aboard the Spencer. 1937.

1324  Witness Local school teacher.

1325  Witness Tomkiel [?]. 1939 Savoonga.
[Unknown provenance?]

1326  Alaska herring fishing boats
1327  Tender & Buoy [Tender Fearless]
1328  A herring catch in Alaska
1329  1937 [Eskimo dwellings on the Tundra.]
1330  [Fishermen holding ropes of net filled with fish. Herring?]
1331  [Large ship]
1332  In swimming while on ice patrol.

Matted Photos (Acc. # 1997-37 addition)

1333  #12 Alaska. North terminal a R. & J Cos Tram summit Chilkoot Pass 1898
1334  #13 Dyea Trail, Alaska. Cash below the scales, [?] on way to gold fields, 1898.
1336  #27 Skagway, Alaska. From the east. 1898
1337  Winter & Pond print #328 In the Canyon, Yukon Trail, Alaska. 1897.

Lantern Slides (5) placed in Box 3 (#1338-1342)

1338  Trout Creek Valley Looking Up Stream Near Twin Lakes. P.S. Hunt #69
1339  One of the Tunnels in Woods Canyon. C. R. & N. W. Ry., P.S. Hunt #J933
1340  Looking up Miles Glacier and Copper River Valley. P.S. Hunt #J952
1341  Woods Canyon, Cr & N. W. Ry., P.S. Hunt #J932
1342  Childs Glacier from hill near Miles Glacier. P.S. Hunt

Box 13  (Located in PCA Oversize – PCA 412)

Contents:


c. Northern Commercial Company 1973 [Calendar. With a]photograph by Robert Reynolds, from ALASKA. Published by Charles H. Belding. Copper River near Chitina, Chugah Mountains background. [There’s also an Alaska map].


INVENTORY OF ORIGINAL NEGATIVES
Negatives stored in freezer in Vault

Box 1

Printed negatives: 412-6-545
412-6-548
412-6-561
412-6-586
412-6-589
412-6-590
412-6-591
412-6-592
412-6-628
412-10-435
412-11-777

7 nitrate unprinted negatives
70 unprinted negatives (approximately)


Box 2

200 unprinted negatives (approximately)


Box 3

250 unprinted negatives (approximately)


Acc. # 1997-37 Addition

35mm motion picture film cut as slides (Nitrate: Film has separated from labeled slides):
C.S. Holms Trading Schooner
Approaching [Deerfield?]
[Cache?] Coast Ice
Taken [wo cin?]
Northland
[Unlabeled envelope] 35mm motion picture film

Negatives (Album negatives?)
Onboard a vessel – Arctic Revenue Cutter Service

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist(hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA412.pdf
Southeast Alaska [Totem poles & Sitka Block House]
[Images of sailors onboard a ship]